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QUESTION 1

You have created a conda environment in your notebook session. This is the first time you are working with published
conda environments. You have also created an Object Storage bucket with permission to manage the bucket 

Which TWO commands are required to publish the conda environment? 

A. odsc conda publish --slug  

B. odsc conda create --file manifest.yaml 

C. odsc conda init -b -a  

D. odsc conda list --override 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are given the task of writing a program that sorts document images by language. Which Oracle AI service would
you use? 

A. Oracle Digital Assistant 

B. OCI Speech 

C. OCI Vision 

D. OCI Language 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which Oracle Accelerated Data Science (ADS) classes can be used for easy access to data sets from reference
libraries and index websites, such as scikit-learn? 

A. ADSTurner 

B. DatasetFactory 

C. SecretKeeper 

D. Dataset Browser 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

As a data scientist, you are tasked with creating a model training job that is expected to take different hyperparameter
values on every run. What is the most efficient way to set those pa-rameters with Oracle Data Science Jobs? 

A. Create a new job every time you need to run your code and pass the parameters as en- vironment variables. 

B. Create your code to expect different parameters as command line arguments, and create it new job every time you
run the code. 

C. Create your code to expect different parameters either as environment variables or as command line arguments,
which are set on every job run with different values. 

D. Create a new no by setting the required parameters in your code, and create a new job for mery code change. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to ensure that all stdout and stderr from your code are automatically collected and logged, without
implementing additional logging in your code. How would you achieve this with Data Science Jobs? 

A. Data Science Jots does not support automatic fog collection and storing. 

B. On job creation, enable logging and select a log group. Then, select either log or the op- tion to enable automatic log
creation. 

C. You can implement custom logging in your code by using the Data Science Jobs logging. 

D. Make sure that your code is using the standard logging library and then store all the logs to Check Storage at the end
of the job. 

Correct Answer: C 
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